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The Evolution of Cinema Design
in Houston from lg00-1920s
Linda Anderson Courtney
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In the 1920s theatre construction in Houston was fairly representative o[
general architectural trends found throughout the nation. Occurring

simultaneously, the design o[ motion picture cinemas developed in response
to particular advances in the evolving [ilm industry. In Houston, as elsewhere,
when motion picture film was elevated to the status of an art form, cinema
design was correspondingly raised to the level of architecture.
Before the turn of the cenrury, Americans viewed moving pictures in
a
box surrounded by all rypes of makeshift shelters and tempo."r"y rpr.es. This
contraption, known as the Kinetoscope, was a peephole machine consisting of
an upright wooden box, reels of various diameters, and a 40-b0 foot band of
film. No projection of the image was involved; one would view each
individual image by looking through a magnifying lens ar the top of the box.
About the only architectural concern involvea witn the Kineioscope was

adequate standing room. Continued experiments with the Kineto..op.led
to
the Vitascope, an apparatus that projected the continuous Kinetoscope
bands
of film onto a large canvas screen.
To encourage the leap from the viewing environment of the Vitascope to

the architectural space of the nickelodeons, one important improvement
in
film marketability occurred; film makers, norably France's George Melies,
began to tell a story with film. Melies profoundly influenced Edwin porrer,

cameraman and director for the Edison Company. Porter joined some
of the
Edison Company's one shot films on fires and produced in l90B a 4Zb f.oot
long film entitled "The Life of an American Fiieman.,, As a resulr, public

enthusiasm for the vitagraphs rose considerably. Among the .u.ty rit.n
narratives, a favorite technique to end a picture was the.o-i. chase scene.
Between 1903 and lg07 , hundreds of "chase" films were produced by the
three

Linda Anderson C-ourtney received a M.A. degree in architecture from the University of
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Morris-Aubry

Architects.

major film companies: Biograph, Vitagraph, and Edison.r
From a business point of view, the infantile film industry's growth was
extraordinary. Five cent picture theatres were springing up on every business
block in every middle and large sized town. A brief look at the Houston City
Directories indicates that not until 1907 was a distinction made in the list
headings between "theatres" and "moving pictures." "Theatres,' sometimes
would show films interspersed with vaudeville acts and performances.
"Moving picture" establishments such as the Happy Hour Theaue, 1022
Texas Avenue; the Superba Theatre, 402 Main Street; and the Nickelodeon,

l0l8 Texas Avenue,
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showed films exclusively.

The nickelodeons were usually converted shops. They were basically a
long rectangular room with a few seats, a screen and a secondhand projector.
They were facade architecture, with a plane of advertisemenrs bombarding rhe
passerby. There was usually a central ticket booth with an entrance door and

an exit door flanking it. Averaging only 20 feet wide and g0 feet long, the
nickelodeons contained one cenrral aisle. Seating was either plywood,
upholstered auditorium chairs or wooden benches. The screen was usually a
square of white or silver painted on the rear wall. An exhaust fan was located
beside the screen and fans for ventilation were mounted on the walls or
ceiling. Often, a sloping wooden floor would be installed to facilitate seeing
the screen from the rear of the house. Patrons entering would have to step up
to avoid tripping. Another interesting aspect of the nickelodeons was their
projection booths. Often the scene of fire since the nitrate-based film was
highly flammable, the projection booths usually contained an escape window

to the outside.

Early nickelodeons in Houston included the Dixie (lgl0) ar 603 Main
at2ll Main. The Dixie was aperfectexampleof
"billboard" architecture (see fig. l). The Pastime's ownercould boastof areal
quality nickelodeon, with painted decorations on the walls and a piano up
front to heighten rhe acrion of the silent films (see fig. 2).
Street and the Pastime (1913)

Movie mania ensued in the decade between l9l0 and 1920. By l9l5 there
were an estimated twenty thousand "moving picture theatres" in the United
States with an average daily attendance of five million people.In Housron, as
in cities all across the country, the simplistic style of the nickelodeons gave

way to the more sophisticated and luxurious architecture of the motion
picture theatres. Ffouston's Queen Theatre (1914) and the Zoe Theatre (1915)
were two examples of the new emphasis on comfort. Custom tile floors in the
lobby and beautiful lighting fixtures in the Queen Theaue echoed the rising
status of moviegoers and movie theatre proprietors (see fig. 3). Located at7l0
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Main Street, near the Foster Building, t}.e Zoe had an organ and a small
orchestra to accompany its silent films (see fig. 4).
However, buildings designed exclusively as motion picture houses were
not the most popular places to view films. Most performing arts theatres and
vaudeville houses across the country were adding screens to accommodate the
new form o[ entertainment. The films were squeezed in between burlesque
comedians, tightrope walkers, orchestral serenades, and dancing dogs to
round out an evening's entertainment.
It was the concurrent evolution in the design of cinema and live
performing theatres that blended to produce rhe picrure palaces of the
twenties. It is very difficult to separate aspects of design that originated with
either building type; however, general statements can be made. From cinema
design came, among other things, building codes, fire codes, and space
planni ng. From theatre design came deeper balconies, sightline formulas, and
decoration.
By l915 motion picture theatres had become a building type in which
engineers and architects could specialize. Writing in the Architectural Record
(November, l9l5), John Klaber made the following commenrs and
recommendations:
Design has been bad in these early picture theatres because (l)the vulgar
tastes o[ the theatre owners and (2) their disinclination to pay the
commission of competent architects.

The screen should not be too high from the floor, in order that the figures
may appear to walk on the ground and not in the air.

o

Best seats are approximately 70 feet to 100 feet from rhe screen where the
problem of vibration at the edges of the picture is reduced.

oo

The type of hall where the screen is at the same end is advocated by some
authorities. Because of the frequent fires in the projection room this
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arrangement allows the audience to face the principal exit; they do not have
to pass under the projection room to get out. The disadvantage of this
arrangement is that it interferes with the attention o[ the audience.2

Klaber's article also offered many constructive tips for the projection room
and lobby.
The evolution that was taking place in performing theatre design that
would eventually produce the picture palaces of the lg20s had begun as early
as 1870. At this time, the box set was developed. The action that had previously
taken place on a wide forestage outside of the proscenium arch (with only a

2;ohn Klaber, "Planning
(November l9l5), pp. 538-554.

the

Moving Picture Theatre," The Architectural Record
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The Zoe Theatre was well-equipped for musical accompaniment.
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The Metropolitan Theatre (1926) was designed for comfort and elegance.
Photo reproduction: Alicia Hathaway
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flat backdrop) was moved within the proscenium into a three dimensional
roomlike setting for greater realism. The sightlines of people in
the side wall
box seats were interrupted by this move and boxes began to
move ro the rear for
better viewing. When the movies were screened in the theatres,
it became
obvious that the best seats for viewing the picture were perpendicular
to the
screen' Balconies lost their horseshoe shape and became
deeper (often
containing more seats than the main floor) by extending out ou".
,h. lobby.r
Sightlines and codes were important design considerations for
theatre
architects' However, the most important design determinant
began to be the
entertainment quality of the building itself. The space within the
walls, the
progression of movement, the signage, and the decoration
began to focus on
hospitality, amusement, and pleasure.
The spaces that appear on the floorplans of Housron's Merropolitan
Theatre designed by Alfred c. Finn in 1926 may strike some r,
._,.r.rrrrl (see
fig. 5). The theatre was equipped with a nursery, a checkroom, a ladies,parlor,
and a men's smoking room. Nurseries with trained staff *;.;.;;id"d
u*
matter-of-fact so that mothers could enjoy matinees during the
week. The
nursery furnishings were sometimes just as customized as rhe
rest of the
theatre furnishings. checkrooms were provided for patrons, hats,
coats, and
parcels to be temporarily stored out of the way for their
enjoyment of the
performance. Patrons' parlors and restrooms were usually
located in the
basement (just under the foyer) and on the mezzanine level
foyer called the
"Run-A-Round."{

Theatre architects such as Alfred c. Finn,
John Eberson, and Thomas
Lamb sought to make progression of move..r"ri, from the box office
ro rhe
auditorium awe-inspiring. Finn frequentry channeled his patrons
down a
long entrance tube that connected the street to the auditoiium foyer.
The

enrrance of the Loew's (lgz7) was typical in that the ceiling was
low (see fig. 6).
The channel opened ,rp dramatically (sometimes to two-story heights)
once
the patron reached the foyer. The foyer not only served as an
exit for the
orchestra-level crowd, but it was also where the stairway up to the
mezzanine
and down to the restrooms was found. Alfred Finn enlivened the
Houston

Metropolitan Theatre stair by commissioning artist William Orth
to paint

larger than life murals of Egyptian scenes andLy perching

a

guardian sphynx

on the balustrade at the first floor level (see fig. 7).
In addition to the spaces themselves, the signage of the picture theatres

was an important part of the atmosphere of entertainment.
Theatre designers
in the l9l0s used signs and electric light bulbs to the best of their imagination.

3craig Morrison et al., "Firm
Spaces," Design euarterry, 93 (1g74), pp. l-36.
C' Finn Collection, Houston Metropolitan Research Center, Housron public
Library.
+Alfred
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The signage began commanding three-dimensional space on the streerscape
when the marquee became popular. Marquees beckoned customers all along
Main Streets across the country. By the late twenties, Houston could
distinguish a definite theatre district along Main between Lamar and Rusk.
Color postcards from the period show architectural facades would come alive
at dark via the use o[ neon in signs that moved and blinked.
Without a doubt, the greatest entertainment derived from the theatre
besides the show itself was the result of the interior design and decorarion.
Large amounts of money and imagination went into creating an atmosphere
to see movies where the public could escape for a few hours from the
humdrum of their daily lives. Not only could the patron see movies about
Egypt, Persia, or China, they could fantasize that they were actually in these
countries by glancing around the interior of the theatre.
At this time two major schools of thought concerning rhearre design
emerged. The men responsible for these two approaches were Thomas Lamb
and John Eberson. Lamb was the master of the "hard. [op," a standard movie
theatre with ceiling, walls, and infinite decoration. Eberson created and
mastered the "atmospheric" theatres. These were designed to make the patron
feel as if he were viewing the film out-of-doors. Thomas Lamb was never
given a theatre commission in Houston, but John Eberson's work was wellrepresented

in the city.

During the decade between t9l0-1920, Eberson collaborated with a small
town theatre promoter, and together they travelled around the Midwest
convi ncing city fathers that their towns "had to have a new opera house,', and
then designing one for them. Eberson's first big break came with his design of
a new vaudeville and movie theatre for Karl Hoblitzelle in Houston. He
became famous among movie people by designing the 1923 Majestic in
Houston as an atmospheric theatre (see fig. 8).
Houstonians who wenr to rhe Majestic Theatre at g0g Rusk were
convinced they were sitting in an Italian garden. The travertine walls,
pergolas, classical arches and niches for statues were littered with vines and
stuffed peacocks. The side walls melded with the proscenium arch to complete
the feeling of enclosure. The stage was viewed as an opening, firmly framed by
a red tile roof (see fig. 9).

The Houston Majestic, like orher atmospherics, was equipped with a
gently vaulted plaster ceiling thatclouds could be projectedontoand that tiny
twinkling electric stars could be seen through. The side walls of the
auditorium were designed so that one felt enclosed in a garden with the
horizon in view just on the other side of the wall. Theatre performances would
begin with a "sunset" lighting effect in a western corner of the interior and
while the show proceeded, a canopy of projected clouds and twinkling stars
would set the mood for escape. At the close of the show, dawn would break in
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the east, and patrons courd watch stars and crouds fade away.
From a technical aspect the atmospherics were much more complicated
than the hard top theatres. The side walls of the audirorium had
to contain

aisles, lighting, and croud machines. platforms were built
behind the
architecture of the side walls and cove lighting was employed.
cloud
machines were called Brenographs, and from one to four units
were used
depending on the shape and size of the area ro be covered with
clouds. A
Brenograph unit came in a box 24" by 30" that included a l0 foot
connecting
cord (with plug and switch) and a focus lens from 2,, Lo l2,,long. The
packet
sold for around three hundred dollars. Projection technology
was being used
to entertain both on the screen and off the ceilin.g. A star
was produced
by placing several individual Iighting units in the furred "fI".,
space abovethe main
ceiling. Holes Yc" in diameter were drilled in the ceiling in constellation
patterns and were filled with dew drop crystals to producel
twinkling effect.
Economically, atmospherics were much cheiper to build than
hardtop
theatres. There were no elaborate domes, decorative beams,
or imported
chandeliers to buy. Eberson's decorative deails were made o[
cast plaster and
were produced by a company specializing in theatre o,rtritti.rg
called
Michelangelo Studios (John Eberson, Proprietor). Stock models
fof niches,
venuses, columns, and cherubs surfaced time and time
again in the
approximately one hundred atmospheric theatres that Eberson
designed
during his career.
It is interesting to notice that before the 1920s movie sers were abstractly
elementary, using silhouettes and hints o[ images. The early theatres
did not

try to disguise themselves; they were converted srores. As picture palaces
were
erected, fantasy and escape dictated the theatre interiors while realism
was the
order of day in the movie sets being shown in them. Before the 1920s
parrons
sat in a real space viewing an abstract, unreal space. During
the twenties, they
sat in an unreal space viewing a space that art directois wanted
them to
perceive as real. From abandoned stores to atmospherics, from
backdrops to
backlots, the movie industry and theatre architect, gru. the public
whatever it
would buy. But by 1929 the public was nor buying picture pala..,
u.ry-or..
Apart from the Crash of 1929 making it prohibitively expensire
to
build

large movie theatres in the United Shtes, other factors contributed
to the
demise of the picture palaces. Talking pictures were being made.
All the
decoration on the walls of the fancy theares made for terrible
acoustics.

Theatre organ accompaniment to the horse hooves and train whistles
was no
longer necessary. A little bit of the mystery had gone out to rhe
screen leaving
the fantasy of the theatre to sneak out the back exit. One did
not have to use his
imagination quite as much when viewing the show, so why kindre
itwith the
architecture?
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The Modern Movement in architecture also contributed to the downfall
palaces due to the advent of the International Style. Men

of the picture

fostering a new design aesthetic for the machine age and men building the few
new theatres affordable in the early thirties began to favor smooth *1lls and
no decoration.
In Houston these unique buildings in which art, architecture, and film
coalesced lost their practical feasibility and their popular appeal. All the

picture palaces were razed in the early r970s. within a span oi tr" year, rhe
Majestic, the Loew's Srate, and the Metroporitan all vanished leaving only
photographs, drawings, and newspaper clippings for their public to enjoy.
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Eberson's Majestic Theatre at 90g Rusk Avenue.
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Atmospheric interior of the Majestic Theatre.
Hoblitzelle Theatre Arts Library, Humanities Research center,

The Uniuercity of Texas at Austin.
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